
Movian - Bug #3312
Streamlive.to is not working in online tv plugin
07/08/2017 06:28 PM - Bloody Face

Status: Fixed Start date: 07/08/2017
Priority: Normal Due date:
Assignee: Leonid Protasov % Done: 100%
Category: Video playback Estimated time: 0.00 hour
Target version:
Found in version: All of them , past present and future and beyondPlatform: PS3
Description

Hi guys you should Forget movian is definitively a dead software to play video. More issues than fixes and even more issues after
each fix lol

No feedback from devs anymore.

Trying to port this app on many devices but at the end none of them works properly.

It was design for ps3 but only issue and even plugin are dead or related to porn and tvheadend is dead

Guys you have got a nice idea but try to fix tve main issue of playback video on devices instead of many features useless for now

Many people ask you to fix playbacl for iptv or else. It should be your main roadmap

Check other android application or kodi how ti fix issues

For me Movian is useless. We should forget it and the worth positive thing about movian it is to play iptv on ps3 with tvheadend but it
fails whereas kodi and other player video do it well

History
#1 - 07/09/2017 08:08 PM - Buksa ...

all yours "bugs" what you post related to iptv 
almost all playlist what you use ralated to kodi they have diffirent format 
we have only ONE dev i think this less then https://kodi.tv/kodi-team

i'm very happy with Movian it fast,easy,beautiful
use ALL the TIME

#2 - 07/09/2017 08:48 PM - Bloody Face

Sorry but it has nothing to do with kodi

The issue is from Movian

An iptv playlist is working fine not only on kodi but also video player either for pc or android

It is clear that movian doesn't support iptv like it is mentioned with tvheadend

Have you read many people asking fixes for this feature?
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I also want you to know that the issues with my playlist is about all iptv  playlist because they are all similar and work on any player software but not on
movian

Also the issue with movian it the buffering the sync a/v when the channel tv display

I am not the first and the only one reported issue about iptv stream.

Tvheadend and iptv works nicely on kodi why not here?
Movian is a fork of kodi it should works

It is including as feature to play iptv stream but it is nlt the case

I just say that first of all make the main features works properly before adding new one

Is movian cant play iptv because tvheadend is not working or buggy or plugin also full of bugs

Maybe it should be removed from feature and be clear and honest that movian has no way the ability to play iptv which is a shame when on this
website Movian claims playling iptv by tvheadend or plugin as tvonline listed

I just say that many player or kodi forks play iptv without issue but not movian.
I was interested in movian because is on ps3 otherwise movian has no interest other than this devices.

It should be focused on ps3 only and make its main feature listed on 1st page working properly in particular iptv with tvheadend Tvonline because it is
the main reason we are interested in it (read by yourself the bugs and feature reported)

I also know you dead a plugin yourself m3u-playlist that i also tried and you gave up its development and removed from plugins list because you have
probably realized that movian cannot support iptv playlist as it says

I think from movian it should be the same i mean either to fix is definitively or removed it but you will have less users

The funniest is that there are other plugin for foreign channels all not working

Thanks for your reply but dont accuse playlists to be not compatible when there are with all player and all devices but not movian

Again, I am not the only one to report the endless bugs for this feature

Just in case :
"quick glance at some of its features:

Playback of video and audio
Installable applications and pluginsU
Live TV streaming from Tvheadend"

Playback of video full of bug
Plugin useless or not working like tvonline or M3u_playlist 
And the last live tv streamon from tvheadend is not working

Dont tell me i not right because I will ask you where is this live tv streaming from tvheadend?

#3 - 07/09/2017 09:40 PM - Bloody Face

Sorry but it has nothing to do with kodi
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The issue is from Movian

An iptv playlist is working fine not only on kodi but also video player either for pc or android

It is clear that movian doesn't support iptv like it is mentioned with tvheadend

Have you read many people asking fixes for this feature?

I also want you to know that the issues with my playlist is about all iptv playlist because they are all similar and work on any player software but not on
movian

Also the issue with movian it the buffering the sync a/v when the channel tv displays if not display hence it is random

I am not the first and the only one reported issue about iptv stream.

Tvheadend and iptv works nicely on kodi why not here?
Movian is a fork of kodi with live tv and plugins hence it should works

It is including as feature to play iptv stream but it is not the case (a lie?)

I just say that first of all:  make the main features works properly before adding new one

Is movian cant play iptv because tvheadend is not working or buggy or plugin also full of bugs

Maybe it should be removed from feature and be clear and honest that movian has no way the ability to play iptv which is a shame when on this
website Movian claims playling iptv by tvheadend or plugin as tvonline listed

I just say that many player or kodi forks play iptv without issue but not movian.
I was interested in movian because is on ps3 otherwise movian has no interest other than this devices.

It should be focused on ps3 only and make its main feature listed on 1st page working properly in particular iptv with tvheadend Tvonline because it is
the main reason we are interested in it (read by yourself the bugs and feature reported)

I also know you did a plugin yourself m3u-playlist that i also tried and you gave up its development and removed from plugins list because you have
probably realized that movian cannot support iptv playlist as it says with or without plugin

I think from movian it should be the same i mean either to fix it definitively or removed it but it will have less users or none

The funniest is that there are other plugin for foreign channels tv all not working

Thanks for your reply but dont accuse playlists to be not compatible when there are with all player and all devices but not movian

Again, I am not the only one to report the endless bugs for this feature

Just in case :
"quick glance at some of its features:

Playback of video and audio
Installable applications and pluginsU
Live TV streaming from Tvheadend"

Playback of video full of bug
Plugin useless or not working like tvonline or M3u_playlist 
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And the last live tv streamon from tvheadend is not working

Dont tell me i not right because I will ask you where is this live tv streaming from tvheadend?

#4 - 07/09/2017 09:50 PM - ßlueplanet .

i'm very happy with Movian it fast,easy,beautiful
use ALL the TIME

I totally agree, Just because plugins have bugs, doesn't make Movian a bad media player. The fact that many people are still booting up 10+ year old
hardware just to use Movian is a testament to Andreas' hard work and dedication over the years.

#5 - 07/09/2017 10:08 PM - Bloody Face

ßlueplanet . wrote:

i'm very happy with Movian it fast,easy,beautiful
use ALL the TIME

I totally agree, Just because plugins have bugs, doesn't make Movian a bad media player. The fact that many people are still booting up 10+ year
old hardware just to use Movian is a testament to Andreas' hard work and dedication over the years.

A 10 y.o hardware or even 100 y.o it is not the issue if it can play video over the ney play 3d game  even a 10 y.o pc can read live tv stream

It has nothing to do with hardware and if the hardware is not enough why developp a ps3 software for it?

Dont lie to yourself and be honest. Many people developp software and application and Plugin for live tv stream and here it is claimed to do it but it is a
lie

#6 - 07/10/2017 06:08 AM - Buksa ...

M3u_playlist was made as example right now Movian can play simple M3U playlist.
onlineTV work fine if you have playlist in right format.
just look at yours screen https://movian.tv/attachments/download/2265/Screenshot_20170607-152537.png
in yours playlist you have UA string in link kodi pasre this and do req with custom UA

#7 - 07/10/2017 11:14 AM - Bloody Face

I know that movian tvonline and M3u_playlist car read m3u

i am not talking about only this playlist on my screenshot but all.

Sorry guy but the issue is not the playlist because:

I have another playlist without ua a clean playlist of live tv stream we can find on google

But even in this on of my screenshot is not the issue because this playlist is made compatible for all devices and all software
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I explain for this screenshot playlist:
The dev has has pc software for live tv stream but he made a script that convert the iptv playlist to be compatible with plugin for kodi either
LivestreamPro or pvr client and he has also a webpage displaying the same iptv playlist

And we have to take the playlist compatible for pvr client and insert it on any iptv player for android like perfect playee or for pc like vlc  or even Apple
devices.

I am not dev but he use a php script to convert his playlist from software to be played on other devices with or without kodi and with or without plugin

In conlusion: 
A simple live tv stream list that we all know where to find (which has not user agent) is not working on Movian natively or with plugin

And a live tv stream made convertible to be read for plugin of kodi or application for android or software for pc and even Apple devices is not working
not Movian

My question why you accuse which is working perfectly everywehere with every playlist instead of facing the truth that Movian cannot be able to read
live tv stream correctly like any other application or software?

Maybe you should contact this dev who is working seriously with one feature  (live stream tv) and not full of feature full of bug

And I dont ask movian to be able to read live tv but I just say that if you  are unable to read it just tell it and remove it from main page.

Movian and its 2 plugin cannot read simple live tv playlist whereas other can with or without plugin

Nb: i keep this for the end because it proves how this french dev I mentionned is eccellent but his playlist for kodi is twice one for pvr client and other
for LivestreamPro but the best is that for both we can deactivate the User Agent (I tried without User Agent but the issues are still here) (my
screenshot comme from this)

Maybe you should contact this french dev to show teach you about live stream tv oe have a look at the application for android Perfect player which play
perfectly this french playlist with or without user agent

Again the issue is not from the playlist nor the spécificity of the software but only and only Movian which is not developped correctly for live stream tv
and after all bug every day every week every month and every year we shoulf conclude that Movian is not made for playing live stream tv.

If i understood movian should read live stream by tvheadend like pvr client for kodi or by plugin Tvonline or m3u_playlist  like again pvr client or
livestreampro

But I think the tvheadend of movian or the 2 plugin that one you made have the same issue and cannot read live tv stream

Maybe you should remove it and if you keep on claiming that movian can read live tv stream fix your plugins (tvheadend from movian or
tvonline/M3u_playlist ) to be able to read iptv list lile other applications /software/plugin/devices.

Stop accusing the entire world to be faulty when the issue is only on Movian.

I advice to remove tvheadend from movian and maybe replace it by a fork of pvr client pr livestreampro or make a plugin similar to pvr client pr
livestreampro because iptv list working for pvr client work every where independently the devices and software

Sorry for this lengtht message but look at perfect player for android it is exactly what movian claim to be but perfect works with not issue compared to
movian. (The sad thing is that perfect player is not compatible with ps3)

I also report that issue of iptv is not working even in android version whereas many iptv applications with this french iptv playlist or those find on
internet
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Just think about it guys, I came in peace to help you to face the truth that maybe you are not able to make this live stream tv a functionnal feature.

Dont tell me you or the main dev of movian are not fed uo annoyed about all those people reported live tv stream bugs?

Dont claimed it works if not or make it works like it works on other software application devices

Good luck but Movian os définitively dead and it has not interest because after years main features are not working whatever the version we used or
devices

Check the source of perfect player for android or pvr client or livestreampro to make Movian respectfull towaard its promise to play live tv stream  (after
years is it not a shame not able to play it like hundreads sofwares and application ?

NB: perfect player givr information and tools to make plugin try to make a plugin like you m3u_playlist or tvonline and you will see live stream tv will
work on perfect player but not on movian. The issue is movian  (i

I think because main live stream tv playlist are made for pvr client and tvheadend is probably the issue hence you should replace it by a modified pvr
client or livestreampro  for Movian

(Again have a look at perfect player and see if it can fix the endless live stream tv issues of Movian)

#8 - 07/10/2017 08:41 PM - Bloody Face

Buksa Noob wrote:

all yours "bugs" what you post related to iptv 
almost all playlist what you use ralated to kodi they have diffirent format 
we have only ONE dev i think this less then https://kodi.tv/kodi-team

i'm very happy with Movian it fast,easy,beautiful
use ALL the TIME

You have to know the issue is not the playlist itself but the live stream channel which is badly recognized by Movian or the 2 plugins

Because some works why other dont display video but either says "not a m3u file " or "not a playable stream available" or "cpu to low" or a/v sync issue
and all this in the same live stream playlist whatever the version of Movian  (android or ps3) whereas with other application and software whatever the
devices there is no issue.

The issue is definitively from movian the way it handle with live stream tv and if Movian and the 2 plugins  are based on tvheadend I think the issue is
from tvheadend and should replace it by a fork of LivestreamPro or pvr client to handle live tv stream properly because all live tv stream are made for
application or software that are designed based on pvr client simple from kodi when playing m3u or based on LivestreamPro when playing xml

I guess tvheadend or the 2 plugins are too différent from pvr client or livestreampro in the way to play live stream tv that makes this feature useless or
at least properly

Why not use pvr client style protocol or the one of livestream pro instead of tvheadend?

If you want to be played live streal tv playlist as xml or m3u playlist, LivestreamPro is what you need to look to fix all the issue

There is another application for android who play xml and m3u and even json playlist based live stream tv valle GSE iptv (pvr client play only m3u and
perfecr player Android play m3u and xspf )
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You see the way to play live stream tv are numerous but Movian has a particular method that doesnt work.

#9 - 07/10/2017 09:51 PM - Buksa ...

https://youtu.be/HFAMYInHtXw as you see if stream is dead can't play at vlc too
if you need iptv just make a right playlist or plugin
with onlinetv also we can watch acesteam

#10 - 07/10/2017 10:10 PM - Bloody Face

Buksa Noob wrote:

https://youtu.be/HFAMYInHtXw as you see if stream is dead can't play at vlc too
if you need iptv just make a right playlist or plugin
with onlinetv also we can watch acesteam

I cant see your youtube video
Do you mean my playlist is not playable with vlc?
How can you know without testing it?
And to test it you need to be registered and get a playlist which contains your Id and password

And I test it on vlc it works because the live stream software open vlc to read it is call Allfrtv. Google it you will see it open on vlc

THE PLAYLISTS ARE PERFECT NO NEED TO CHANGE AND TVHEADEND AND 2 PLUGINS ARE UNABLE TO PLAY LIVE STREAM PROPERLY
WHY CREATE ANOTHER ONE OF MOVIAN FAILS THEM TO WORK

When i say movieb is dead i mean that its features are faulty buggy and a lie because live stream is not working.

It is not a excuse to say to someone to fix it when movian claims to do it.

By the way i wont reply anymore because it is clear you deny the truth especially you who gave up your m3u plugin because movian fails to make it
works and tvonline is not updated since months and all plugins are gave up.

Maybe movian is not dead but dying slowly but surely

Bye

#11 - 08/02/2017 03:07 AM - Rob Koni

Maybe you should wait or code something yourself. Shouting in capslock isn't going to help.

#12 - 12/17/2017 05:59 PM - Leonid Protasov
- Status changed from New to Resolved
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

#13 - 12/21/2017 07:23 PM - Leonid Protasov
- Status changed from Resolved to Fixed
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#14 - 12/21/2017 09:02 PM - Bloody Face

Dont assume it is resolved please.

It is not resolved. Live streams tv is not working with the plugins og tvonline v0.9.6.
With video hardware acceleration the app Movian for android crashes and without Hardware video acceleration the stream is buggy (images are
played faster than the sound. Anyway the is a delay between sound and images)

Like I said movian is dead and nothing you can do to make live stream tv works

I posted those messages a lot of month ago and it seems you are still unable to fix it.

I just said that you should test it before to say it is fixed because it is still a lie lol

Since my last previous message I uses Perfect player who play nicely and perfectly iptv playlist ou any m3u playlist found on internet or vlc who play
them perfectly.

Movian was and is and will never be able to play iptv playlist without issues.

I think you shoulf accept it anf give up like buksa noob who gave up his plugin.

Tvonline plugin is not working despite you fake fix lol.

If you want to make it works use iptv playlist we find on internet (those we pay for it) and test with those iptv m3u playlist.

I dont know want you use to test but if you dont have a working playlist you will never fix it

I can give you a couple of iptv channels that prove that movian is unable to play iptv channels with or without plugin because there is surely something
missing in movian or your plugin.

You should compare movian or your plugin with VLC or Perfect player for android or even livestreampro or iptv client for kodi.

Many apps for android or software for pc are able to play smoothly any iptv channels (m3u or xml playslist)

I suprised that for months and years movian and its plugins are still unable to play them properly..

But keep on working lol maybe next year you will succeed. Keep on hoping despite the waste of time it is to work on movian or its plugins.

Who is still interested on movian when there is a lot of applications and software who play live tv streams properly?

The only interest of movian is like I said the version for ps3 but even for this hardware movian is not working.

My advice is give up working on it or at least come back to something simplier like working on one versionfor example PS3 and make the main feature
of live tv stream working properly.

After that add more features if you want or more materials (pc android etc...)

But firstly focus one one hardware and one feature because to do more things than you are able leads to a buggy faulty application and wasting time

U dont need to reply because I will not reply to your explanations that will deny the truth of my message.

#15 - 12/21/2017 09:05 PM - Bloody Face
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When you said it is fixed do you meet android version or ps3 version ? Because all i said above is for android versio

#16 - 12/25/2017 11:25 AM - Leonid Protasov

Bloody Face wrote:

Dont assume it is resolved please.

It is not resolved. Live streams tv is not working with the plugins og tvonline v0.9.6.

Fixed in 0.9.8

With video hardware acceleration the app Movian for android crashes and without Hardware video acceleration the stream is buggy (images are
played faster than the sound. Anyway the is a delay between sound and images)

It is known issue and has nothing to do with online tv plugin.

Like I said movian is dead and nothing you can do to make live stream tv works

I posted those messages a lot of month ago and it seems you are still unable to fix it.

I just said that you should test it before to say it is fixed because it is still a lie lol

Since my last previous message I uses Perfect player who play nicely and perfectly iptv playlist ou any m3u playlist found on internet or vlc who
play them perfectly.

Movian was and is and will never be able to play iptv playlist without issues.

I think you shoulf accept it anf give up like buksa noob who gave up his plugin.

Tvonline plugin is not working despite you fake fix lol.

If you want to make it works use iptv playlist we find on internet (those we pay for it) and test with those iptv m3u playlist.

I dont know want you use to test but if you dont have a working playlist you will never fix it

I can give you a couple of iptv channels that prove that movian is unable to play iptv channels with or without plugin because there is surely
something missing in movian or your plugin.

You should compare movian or your plugin with VLC or Perfect player for android or even livestreampro or iptv client for kodi.

Many apps for android or software for pc are able to play smoothly any iptv channels (m3u or xml playslist)

I suprised that for months and years movian and its plugins are still unable to play them properly..

But keep on working lol maybe next year you will succeed. Keep on hoping despite the waste of time it is to work on movian or its plugins.

Who is still interested on movian when there is a lot of applications and software who play live tv streams properly?

The only interest of movian is like I said the version for ps3 but even for this hardware movian is not working.
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My advice is give up working on it or at least come back to something simplier like working on one versionfor example PS3 and make the main
feature of live tv stream working properly.

After that add more features if you want or more materials (pc android etc...)

But firstly focus one one hardware and one feature because to do more things than you are able leads to a buggy faulty application and wasting
time

U dont need to reply because I will not reply to your explanations that will deny the truth of my message.

Too much talking /plugin_assets/redmine_wiki_extensions/images/wink.png Just give me working xspf playlist link so I can add xspf support to online
tv plugin...

#17 - 12/25/2017 11:26 AM - Leonid Protasov
- Subject changed from MOVIAN IS DEAD to Streamlive.to is not working in online tv plugin
- Assignee changed from Andreas Smas to Leonid Protasov

#18 - 12/25/2017 11:49 AM - Bloody Face

Leonid Protasov wrote:

Give me working xspf link for testing

I will do it myself i wilm convert my m3u playlist to xpsf and I wilm let you know
But where is v0.9.8?
The tvonline plugin says m3u and xml not xpsf lol
Maybe change description of the plugin is worth to do it and logical

Is it the same for ps3 version of movian and tvonline? I have to use xpsf instead of m3u or xml?

#19 - 12/25/2017 12:04 PM - Bloody Face

One more thing

Plugin doesnt accces files from sd card or internal memory 
We cannot choose our own playlists 
And movian doesnt show xpsf file stored on smartphone

This is another mistake anf confusion of Movian and plugins for tv live stream

You said it should be a xspf but movian and plugins dont recognise this format and moreover Tvonline doesnt access internal storage but only online

Again plugins and movian have to change their feature and functions to be logical and functional and not let people themselve

I dont ask u to modify them if you are not the dev but tvonline says m3u and xml and only online . Why u talk about xspf or offline playlist?

Description should be clear or admits that m3u and xml is not working
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#20 - 12/25/2017 12:48 PM - Bloody Face

Leonid Protasov wrote:

Please provide working links to test

Below few links I used to watch tv on perfect player for android and on kodi (livestreampro or iptv simple client ) all links work fine but badly with
movian for android with or without plugins or movian for ps3.

Good luck but i think something is missing on movian or plugin compared to Perfect player or kodi's plugins that should be find and be integrated in
movian or its plugin

Thanks for your interest in this issue.

http://topiptv.net:5890/live/adilfive3/HGTFRD45/855.ts
#EXTINF:-1,TF1 FR
http://topiptv.net:5890/live/adilfive3/HGTFRD45/1775.ts
#EXTINF:-1,FRANCE 2  FR
http://topiptv.net:5890/live/adilfive3/HGTFRD45/1776.ts
#EXTINF:-1,FRANCE 3 FR
http://topiptv.net:5890/live/adilfive3/HGTFRD45/1814.ts
#EXTINF:-1,FRANCE 4 FR
http://topiptv.net:5890/live/adilfive3/HGTFRD45/314.ts
#EXTINF:-1,FRANCE 5 FR
http://topiptv.net:5890/live/adilfive3/HGTFRD45/315.ts
#EXTINF:-1,FRANCE Ô FR
http://topiptv.net:5890/live/adilfive3/HGTFRD45/316.ts
#EXTINF:-1,M6 FR
http://topiptv.net:5890/live/adilfive3/HGTFRD45/1777.ts
#EXTINF:-1,W9 FR
http://topiptv.net:5890/live/adilfive3/HGTFRD45/1778.ts
#EXTINF:-1,RTL 9 FR
http://topiptv.net:5890/live/adilfive3/HGTFRD45/318.ts
#EXTINF:-1,RTS Deux FR
http://topiptv.net:5890/live/adilfive3/HGTFRD45/1653.ts
#EXTINF:-1,RTS Un FR
http://topiptv.net:5890/live/adilfive3/HGTFRD45/995.ts
#EXTINF:-1,C STAR FR
http://topiptv.net:5890/live/adilfive3/HGTFRD45/1008.ts
#EXTINF:-1,C8 FR
http://topiptv.net:5890/live/adilfive3/HGTFRD45/321.ts
#EXTINF:-1,AB1 FR
http://topiptv.net:5890/live/adilfive3/HGTFRD45/1786.ts
#EXTINF:-1,NT1 FR
http://topiptv.net:5890/live/adilfive3/HGTFRD45/926.ts
#EXTINF:-1,HD 1 FR
http://topiptv.net:5890/live/adilfive3/HGTFRD45/1185.ts
#EXTINF:-1,ARTE FR
http://topiptv.net:5890/live/adilfive3/HGTFRD45/324.ts
#EXTINF:-1,ACTION FR
http://topiptv.net:5890/live/adilfive3/HGTFRD45/317.ts
#EXTINF:-1,CANAL+ FR
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http://topiptv.net:5890/live/adilfive3/HGTFRD45/321.ts
http://topiptv.net:5890/live/adilfive3/HGTFRD45/1786.ts
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#21 - 12/25/2017 02:59 PM - Bloody Face
- File tv_channels_list.docx added

Below playlist in txt format

It seems in 0.9.8 there is a huge improvment from 0.9.6 I updated yesterday.

But issues remain to read full hd tv channels, they crashes movian or delay between video and sound or video goes very slowly or very quickly or
some have 403 error or cpu slow to decode video

Files
tv_channels_list.docx 14.4 KB 12/25/2017 Bloody Face
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